
CSC 215 PROJECT 4

DR. GODFREY C. MUGANDA

1. Project Description

The goal is to implement the well known slider puzzle. The user interface for the
puzzle must look as shown below.

When the application is started, it will display a 3×3 board showing a randomized
configuration.

Below the board, there will be a textfield for entering a number N indicating the
size of the game that the user wants to play. Whenever the new game button is
clicked, a new randomized game of the size entered by the user will be created and
displayed on the board.

Of course, the user plays the game by clicking of tiles that are horizontally or
vertically adjacent to the blank tile. When such a neighboring tile is clicked, it
trades places with the blank tile. For example, clicking on the 8 tile will cause it
to move up into the blank space, while the blank tile moves down into the position
previously occupied by the number 8 tile.
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The goal of the player is to make a sequence of moves that results in all the tiles
being in order when read top to bottom by rows, and left to right within each row.
In the solved configuration, the blank tile is positioned in the bottom right corner:

At that point, the application will congratulate the user by displaying an alert box:
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The game must support sizes 2, 3 and 4. A size 4 game looks like this

which when solved will look like this:
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2. Project Files

You will need at least 3 project files, plus a folder of images for the tiles. The three
files are

(1) index.html: this file is the welcome page and contains the HTML for
building the user interface. It will be given to you.

(2) puzzle.css: this file contains the CSS style sheets to style the user inter-
face. It will be given to you.

(3) puzzle.js: this is the file that contains the JavaScript code with the event
handlers and support code that makes the game work. You will need to
write this code.

2.1. The index.html file. The contents of the index.html file are as follows:

<!DOCTYPE html>

<html>

<head>

<title>NCC CSC Slider Puzzle Game</title>

<meta charset="UTF-8">

<meta name="viewport"

content="width=device-width, initial-scale=1.0">

<link href="puzzle.css" rel="stylesheet" type="text/css"/>

<script src="puzzle.js" type="text/javascript"></script>
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</head>

<body>

<h4>NCC CSC 215 Slider Puzzle Game</h4>

<div id = "board">

</div>

<div style="align-content: center">

<span>

<button id ="newGameButton"> New Game </button>

<input type="number" min="2" max="4"

id="gameSizeInput" value=’3’>

</span>

</div>

</body>

</html>

The empty <div> with id "board" is a place holder for the table of images that
holds the game tiles.

2.2. The CSS File. The contents of the CSS file are as follows:

#board {

border: 3px solid red;

}

table {

border: 3px solid blue;

margin-left: auto;

margin-right: auto;

margin-bottom: 10px;

margin-top: 10px;

}

body{

width : 400px;

}

button, input {

margin : 10px;

}

h4 {text-align: center}

span{

margin-left: auto;

margin-right: auto;

}

2.3. Image files. You will be provided with zip folder containing 15 files with
images of tiles. The names of the files will be tile1.png through tile15.png.
One additional file, containing the image for the blank tile, is named tile97.png.
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In your Netbeans project, add a a folder named images, unzip the images folder,
and copy the files into your images folder.

3. The JavaScript Code

You will need 3 event listener functions, together with many other supporting func-
tions and variables.

(1) newGame() : this function will be the event listener for the click event on
the newGameButton. It will read the game size input field for a size N ,
generate the HTML for an N × N game board. This game board will
be a table containing the tiles for the images. Initially, the tiles will be
generated in solved order. Leave the tiles in solved order until you have
tested that the table is being generated correctly. Later, you will modify
the newGame() function to randomize the tiles.

(2) tileClickListener() : this listener will be placed on the <div> element
thata has id board. Its job will be to monitor click events on all tiles that
are in the table inside the <div>.

(3) A listener for the load event on the window. This can be an anonymous
function. Its job will be to call newGame() to set up the board when the
game starts, to install newGame() as the click handler on the newGameBut-
ton, and to install tileClickListener() as the click handler on the board
div.
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Here is the code for window load event handler. You can test everything by initially
stubbing out the newGame() and tileClickListner() functions so that they just
display alert() boxes indicating that they were called.

window.onload = function ()

{

newGame();

var newGameButton = document.getElementById("newGameButton");

newGameButton.onclick = newGame;

var boardElement = document.getElementById("board");

boardElement.addEventListener("click", tileClickListener);

};

Next, write the

function board(size)

{

}

function to return the markup for the table of images as discussed in class. The
strategy is to use an array

var table = [];

as a string builder object: start with an empty array and push strings onto it, and
then at the end, return the expression

table.join("")

Use the value returned by this function to set the innerHTML property of the board
div.

4. Debugging Hints

If you are using Firefox, click on the menu icon (the 2 stacked horizontal lines) at
the top right:

and then select the Web Developer, and then on the resulting submenu, select Web
Console. If you do this, anything you write in your JavaScript program using
console.log() will appear at the web console at the bottom of your web browser
screen.
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For example, what you see in the console in the screen shot above was produced by
writing

console.log(JSON.stringify(table.join("")));

in the board(size) function to print to the console the value that is about to be
returned by the function. For the board shown above, the returned HTML markup,
after prettying it up, but before it is randomized, is
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<table>

<tr>

<td> <img id = ’tile1’ data-number = ’1’/> </td>

<td> <img id = ’tile2’ data-number = ’2’/> </td>

<td> <img id = ’tile3’ data-number = ’3’/> </td>

</tr>

<tr>

<td> <img id = ’tile4’ data-number = ’4’/></td>

<td> <img id = ’tile5’ data-number = ’5’/></td>

<td> <img id = ’tile6’ data-number = ’6’/></td>

</tr>

<tr>

<td> <img id = ’tile7’ data-number = ’7’/> </td>

<td> <img id = ’tile8’ data-number = ’8’/> </td>

<td> <img id = ’tile9’ data-number = ’9’/> </td

</tr>

</table>

In general, you can use the JSON.stringify() function and pass it any non-
function object you want to print to the console, or that you want to display in and
alert() box.

5. Working with the img elements

Note the image tags are generated with id and data-number attributes. The src

attribute, which specifies the image to show, is added later by using a loop that
retrieves each image element by its id and sets the source attribute by adding a
ṗng

The data- attributes are a new addition to HTML5. They allow the developer to
add custom attributes to any element: that is an attribute that denotes any value
that will help you in working with that element.

You can read about data-attributes HTML syntax and JavaScript access at

https://developer.mozilla.org/en-US/docs/Learn

/HTML/Howto/Use_data_attributes

As you are adding src attributes to the img elements, you should also add a row

and col properties. You will need to know the row and column each image is in to
make the game work. Initially, set the row and col properties of each image element
by

var element = document.getElementById("tile"+p);

element.src = "images/tile" + p + ".png";

element.row = Math.floor((p-1)/gameSize);

element.col = Math.floor((p-1) % gameSize);

where p is the the value of the position of the image in the sequence. The first
image has position 1, while the last one has position equal to the square of the size
of the game. The last image element must be treated differently because its src

will be images/tile97.png.

Make sure you understand why subtracting 1 and dividing by the size of the game
gives the row, while subtracting 1 and taking the mod by the size of the game gives
he column.
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6. How the tiles move around

You can think of moving tiles in terms of the motion of the blank tile. This is
because the only permissible moves are those that involve the motion of the blank
tile swapping positions with one of its neighbors.

For the purpose of randomization, there are five possible moves for the blank tile.
These moves are expressed by

(1) a step up: row r decreases, column c stays put, indicated by (r, c) = (−1, 0);
(2) a step down: row increases, column stays put, indicated by (r, c) = (1, 0);
(3) a step to the left: row stays put, column decreases, (r, c) = (0,−1);
(4) a step to the right: row stays put, column increases, (r, c) = (0, 1);
(5) no step: blank tile stays put, (r, c) = (0, 1);

The id, row, and col attributes of all tiles stay fixed throughout the game.

When you move the blank tile in a certain direction, first check to make sure there
is a neighboring tile there (there will not be if you are trying to move the blank tile
off of the edge of the board). To effect the move, swap the src and data-number

attributes.

To repeat, none of the tiles ever move, you just swap the src and data-number

attributes to create the illusion of motion.

You do need to track the row and column position that is now displaying the image
of the blank tile. Do this by introducing two global variables, initially set to the
row and column of the last image element before randomizing. This will be the
place where the blank tile is. Remember, we start with a solved configuration and
then randomize it.

Globals.blank_row = lastElement.row;

Globals.blank_col = lastElement.col;

Create an object Moves that has properties and methods that are needed to make
all move operations on the tiles:

// Indicates direction of a single step move

function Step(row, col)

{

this.colStep = col;

this.rowStep = row;

}

var Moves = {};

// arrays of permissible moves for the blank tile

Moves.colSteps = [-1, 1, 0, 0, 0],

Moves.rowSteps = [0, 0, -1, 1, 0],

// return a random move up, down, left, right, or stay stationary

// to be applied to the blank tile

Moves.randomStep = function ()

{

var index = Math.random() * Moves.colSteps.length;

index = Math.floor(index);
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return new Step(Moves.rowSteps[index], Moves.colSteps[index]);

} ;

// Swaps tile at r, c with blank tile. This will

// do nothing if (r, c) is not a neighbor of the blank tile.

Moves.swapTileWithBlankTile= function(r, c)

{

};

// Move the blank tile by the given step.

// Do this by swapping src and data-number

// with the neighbor in the direction of the step.

// Remember to update the global values for

// row and column position of the blank tile

Moves.moveBlankTile = function(step)

{

};

// Use this to randomize the game.

// Calling this with a count between 10 and

// 50 should suffice.

Moves.randomize = function(count)

{

var size = Globals.gameSize;

actualCount = 100 * size*size*size;

for (var k = 1; k <= actualCount; k++)

{

var step = Moves.randomStep();

Moves.moveBlankTile(step);

}

}

Basically, the game starts in a solved configuration (with that data numbers being
in order), and is randomized by a random sequence of swaps of the image and data
numbers of the blank tile at its current location with one of its neighbors.

To play the game, the user clicks neighboring tiles of the blank tile to effect swaps
of the images and data numbers to try and return to the solved configuration. After
each such click, the game will check the sequence of data numbers in order of rows,
and within rows by columns, to see if the data numbers are back in sorted order.

Here is the tileClickListener function.

function tileClickListener(evt)

{

var clicked_row = evt.target.row;

var clicked_col = evt.target.col;

Moves.swapTileWithBlankTile(clicked_row, clicked_col);

if (isSolved())

alert("Congratulations! You solved the puzzle!");
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}

As you can see, it just retrieves the row and column of the clicked tile and swaps that
tile with the blank tile, and then checks to see this results in a solved configuration.
You have to write the solved() function.

7. Due Date

Friday at the end of Week 10. I will come in Saturday morning at around 10 am to
copy submissions off of the K-drive. Once I have copied the submissions, no later
submissions will be accepted. Aim for Friday at midnight, but the real deadline is
10 am in the morning on Saturday.


